President’s Message

Further Growth by the Resolution of Societal
Challenges through Green, Digital, and Innovation
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working practices that people find fulfilling. It is also necessary to make an effort to be among those working to put in
place the measures needed to achieve all of this. Hitachi is
combining green and digital with innovation, making these
available to its customers and wider society as a means of
overcoming challenges to deliver further growth.
The world is seeing significant action on green initiatives.
Hitachi was a Principal Partner at the 2021 United Nations
Climate Change Conference (COP26) held in Glasgow,
where it announced advanced technologies and other measures for helping to decarbonize society. Amid the rising
adoption of renewable energy, Hitachi is focusing on its power
grids business in which Hitachi Energy Ltd. plays a central
role, while also supplying railway systems that are recognized
for being easy on the environment together with highly efficient and safe technologies and solutions for the automotive
industry as it makes the transition to electrification.
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In digital technology, Hitachi is working to develop
new Lumada solutions by using digital capabilities to add
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